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    Assignment for Commerce 4th semester batch 2018 and backlog students of batch2016/2017 

 

 

Course title    : Corporate accounting  

Course code   : COM417C7 

Assignment code   : 4172020 

E- mail to( for evaluation and records ) : ajazmandoo17commerce@gmail.com 

                                                                                                                     Maximum mark: 100 

 

Attempt all the questions  

 

1. (a) Classify the different sources and application of cash according to revised AS-3. 

(b) How   interest received and dividend received shown in profit and loss a/c will be 

treated while preparing cash flow statement. 

 

 

2. Explain the details to be given in “reserves and surplus” in the balance sheet of a 

company as per schedule –VI. 

 

 

3. Give specimen of profit and loss statement of a banking company. 

 

 

4. Explain various   provisions related to bank advances as per RBI guidelines.  

 

 

5. What is spirit behind the creation of debenture redemption reserve account (DRR)? 

Can company has a right to use such reserve to declare dividend? 

 

 

6. Illustrate with example and show all working notes if any  ,how  can we  calculate the  

value of goodwill by super profit method and capitalization method  



 

                                                             COST ACCOUNTING  

 

Course title    : Cost Accounting  

Course code   : COM417C8 

Assignment code   : 4172020 

E-mail to ( for evaluation ):rafeeqgbl@ gmail.com 

E- mail  to ( for record)  : ajazmandoo17commerce@gmail.com 

                                                                                                                     Maximum mark: 100 

Attempt all the questions 

 

Q1- Cost Accounting is emerged as a new discipline to address lacunas faced by           

Financial Accounting Discuss? Also Explain what is cost and what are the elements of Cost? 

Q2- Explain following with examples  

a. Prime Cost b. Cost of Production c. Opportunity cost D. Sunk Cost  

Q3.  What is idle time? What is its Accounting treatment? Suggest some measures to stop labour 

turnover? 

Q4-(a) Calculate the value of closing stock from the following by using LIFO and FIFO 

Method. 

(b) Explain , why one gets different values of closing stock under these methods   

Date  Particulars UNITS  Price Per Unit  

Jan 1 Opening Stock  2000 Rs. 20 each  

Jan 5 Purchases  500 Rs. 25 each 

Jan 15  Purchases  600 Rs. 22 each  

Jan 20 Sold  2100 --- 

Jan 22 Sold  450 - 

Jan25  Purchases  500 Rs 27 each 

Jan 29 Sold  700 -- 

    

 

Q5- (a) what are overheads? What can be the various types of Overheads used in a production 

unit on the basis of nature and Function? 

(b)- If you are appointed as a cost Accountant in a company what role you will play and 

innovative steps you will take to make this company a successful one? 



 

 

 


